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OVERVIEW OF EXPLOSIVES CONTROL MEASUR13S ' 

by 

Robert P. Kennel and Robert B. Moler 
The Aerospace Corporation 

Washington, D.C. 

Abstract. The illegal use of explosives is an area of increasing concern among all law 
enforcement groups in the United States and around the world. Technical 
development of instruments and techniques to assist in the control of the illegal use 
of explosives are being actively pursued under the sponsorship of inany government 
agencies. These control activities fall into three broad categories: (I) detection 
through the physical or chemical properties of the explosives, its package, or 
ancillary parts; (2) detection of a tl1g ndded to the expl6sive or necessary 
component; and (3) identification of explosives after detonation via the addition of 
a coded tag or characterizati<m of natural residue. 

The Aerospace Corporati~!l, undei 'ntract to the Law Enforcement Assist
ance Administration of the U.S. Departl ... nt of Justice; the Bureau of Alcohol~ 
Tohacco and Firearms of the U.S. Department of the Treasury; and the Bureau or 
Mines of the U.S. Department of the Interior, has been heavily involved in each of 
these areas. A recent effort has been made to carry out a critical survey of applicable 
t\!chnology, from which this overview is derived. 

Major efforts to date have been expended to solve the problem of untagged 
detection of explosives in controlled-access scenarios where speed of dct~ction is a 
major factor. Vapor-characterization studies provide essential information on'the, 
practical limitations of vapor dete<t!,idh. VaplJr detection techniques being pursued, 
include electron capture methods,.cli'lzymatic reaction, and optical methods such as 
laser photoacoustics. Physical methods include thermnl neutron captute, X-ray 
imaging, and nuclear magnetic resonance. 

Detection tagging methods include vapor tagging which has been shown to be 
feasible and other methods such as heavy metal taggants that are still in the 
exploratory development phase. 

Development of identification techniques using both rare-earth and color-(:oded 
taggants has reached the advanced development phase and is undergoing natiolnwide 
testing in the United States. Evaluation of new residue characterization techlAiques 
for non tagged cases has also been completed including chemical ioniZation, field 
ionization, high performa.'1ce liquid chromatography, and enzymatic concepts. 

Introduction 

The illegal use of explosives is a widespread problem that is 
growing in severity. Used as weapons, explo~ives have become an 
easy and available tool for those with unstable minds, as well as for 
calculating criminals. Perhaps the most psychologically effective 
and physically dangerous usc of explosives Is accomplished by 
terrorists; innocent citizens are .1'0tential victims for no apparent 
reason. The terrorist bombings arc the greatest threat to society; 
the societal effect can be greatly out of proportion to the actual 
dangel' presented-commerce can be slowed; human values arc 
degraded; and the confidence of a society in itself eroded. 

The concerns for the Impact of terrorism and the illegal use 
of explosives are both national and international; the consequences 
of this threat can be direct, as in airport bombings such as nt La 
Guardia, or Indirect, as in the crash of the two 747s, diverted to 
'fenerife due to a bomb blast at their primary refueling destination. 

What can be done? A realistic appraisal of the nature of the 
threat indicates that most bombings cannot be prevented. The 
number of actual and potential targets and types of bombs used is 
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a problem with a solution which is prohibitively costly, even to 
eliminate that small fraction of bombings that might be prevented. 
Nevertheless, the application of available technology may provide 
law enforcement officials with some effective tools in their efforts 
to control the illegal use of explosives. These evolving control 
methods will allow protection of high-value and publicly accessed 
buildings, will provide information that will greatly aid in till' 
investigation 01' those bombings that do occur, and will provide a 
quick answer to the question of type and source of the explosives 
used. 

For the past 10 to IS years, F'ederdl agencies in t he United 
States have belln engaged in rosollrch and developmcmt or methods 
for detecting explosives, even thoug.h the total research and 
development funds Jlave been relatively meager. In the past, these 
agencies have proceeded individually and hllve most often ex
pended their limited funds for their OWl'. unique operational 
requirements, and, as a consequence, a broad technicnl baseline has 
never been fully (~stablishcd. The result is that there arc no 
explosives-detection systems or.l<.\c!"tificatioll techniques currently 
available that arc both techniolli.i effective and operationally 
acceptable. 



Within the past 4 years, an element of coordination and 
cooperation has developed among Federal agencies concerned with 
explosives control in the United States. The key agencies involved 
in cooperative development activities to date have been the 
Department of Defense (milit-:uy explosives), the Department of 
Justice (significant funding for di:ected research and development 
activities in commercial explosives detection and identification), 
the Department of Transportation (airport security), and the 
Department of Treasury (explosives tagging and Interagency 
Advisory Committee coordination activities). 

Several of these agencies have contracted The Aerospace 
Corporation to provide technical management for a diverse range 
of research and development efforts, as well as for operational 
demonstrations and tests. Under contract to the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration of the Department of Justice, a wide 
range of advanced developments in tagged and untagged explosives 
detection and identificalion have been carried out through 
these studie~ and subcontracted research, as well as through 
overview of research carried out by other Government-sponsored 
research laboratories. This paper i~ largely based on a state-of-art 
survey conducted for this organization. Also Included in this paper 
are descriptions of the following efforts. For the Bureau of Mines 
of the Department liF the Interior, analytical studies and advanced 
plam:ing have been t.'3rried out for identificatl.on tagging. For the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms of the Department of 
the Treasury, a major effort in the development and testing of 

MOST TARGETS CANNOT 
BE EASILY PROTECTED 

PERSONS 2.5% 

LAW ENF 4% 

identification and detection techniques is in progress with iniUa! 
emphasis on tagging methods. 

Threat and Operational Summary 

Threat Data 

The eXillosives threat within the United States has been 
inferred from statistics kept by the aomb Data Center of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and from case lists main
tained by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. Since the 
FBI's Bomb Summary Data publication began in 1972, thele has 
been a significant increase in the number of deaths and IJersonal 
injuries and in the amount I,)f property damage occurring .because 
of illegal bombings, while the number of actufll and attempted 
bombings has remained at approximately 2000 per year. The 
severity of bombings has grown because of an increasing per
centage of explosives bombings and a decreasing percentage of 
incendiary bombings. The nature of the explosives threat is 
~ummarized in the datIl in Figure I. These data were derived from 
January to December 1976 FBI bomb summar", data for 1326 
incidents, but are typic/al of other y~ars. 

Historically, ovet 60 percent of bomb targets are residences, 
commercial establishments, and vthicles. There arc over 100 
milllon of these potential targets, and it .is virtually impossible to 

MANY DIFFERENT EXPLOSIVES 
TYPES USED IN BOMBINGS 

UTILITY 3% 
TRANSPORTATION 1.5% 
OTHER 17% 

BOMBING MOTIVES ARE MOSTLY 
OF A PERSONAL NATURE 

EXTREMIST POLITICAL 

INJURED PARTIES ARE USUALLY 
NOT THE INTENDED VICTIMS 

PUBLIC 
SAFETY 

Roforonce: Federal Bureau of Investigation, Department of Justice, "Bomb Data Program Incldont Summary for Docombor 1976." 

~--~,.--~~--~~--~-------------------------------~-----------------~ Figure 1. ExplosiVes Threat and Target Summary 



provide specific protution for each. The conclusion must be that 
most potential targets cannot be protected: some bombings will 
always be successful. It should also be noted that high visibility 
targets, such as transportation facilities, nlake up less than 2 
percent of all targets, but have the greatest percell~ag_~ of injuries 
and deaths (e.g., the La Guardia Airport bombing in December 
1975). 

There are many different types of explosives used in 
bombings, and many more types are available to the bomber. 
However, in approximately half the explosive bombings, dynamites 
and commercial powders were used. For these type explosives, 
some known explosives detection techniques might be effective. 
Table 1 provides a simplified breakdown of the more common 
explosives types that are threat candidates, along with their 
legitimate and illegal uses. Commercial explosives are also readily 
available for bombings through direct consumer purchase or 
through theft-more than 25,000 pounds of explosiv(ls are stolen 
or unaccounted for each year. Effective licensing and control 
methods could reduce this figure considerably and make the 
purchase of explosives more difficult for the illegal user. However, 
this could not be substantially effective without imposing an 
unacceptably large burden on the legitimatr. \!ser; hence, the need 
for other control methods. 

Bombing motives appear to be mostly personal in nature, 
with malicious destruction and personal animosity accounting for 
75 percent of the assigned motives. Less than 10 percent of the 
assigned motives are attributed to terrorist and political hombings; 
however, a greater fear factor results because of the larger number 
of innocent people injured and greater property damage that 
occurs. 

Bombing is also a dangerous business; 20 percent of the 
injuries happen to the bomber himself. More than half of all 
bombing injuries are suffered by persons other than the apparently 
intended victim. 

Table 1. Candidate Threat Explosives Categories 

Operational Considerations 

Three general operational scenarios are defined that can be 
considered for the detection and identification of explosives. These 
are controlled-access protection, large-area searches to detect and 
disarm a bomb before an explosion, and investigation to lead to 
the conviction of tile criminal. These general operational scenarios 
are listed in Table 2 with examples of typical use. 

Controlled-access scenarios include those in which a cog
nizant agency controls the points by which explosives could enter 
a protected area. The scenario inCludes searches of individuals, '''' 
property, carried by individuals, ana cargo. Detection techniqud',\ 
acceptable for property. such as ionizing radiation, are probabl)\ .... r-' -' 
not acceptable for searches of persons. 

Large-area-search scenarios include those in which the area 
may already have expi~sives present which must be found. TIl is 
scenario includes determining that explosives arc present and 
finding the specific location of the explosives within the protected 
area (e.g., by monitoring alrplane~. building air conditioner). 

The investigation scenario may involve the identification or 
the coded wrapper of an unexploded bomb found at the scene of :t 
bOlnbing attempt or the identification of chal"'dcteristic residue for 
an exploded bomb. TIle unexploded bomb identification can lead 
to tile last legal owners of the explosive. The identification and 
analysis of residue can provide tile same information if tagcants 
have been added or the explosive type if no taggants are present. In 
either case this scenario includes gathering all available evidence to 
help find and convict,the guilty party. 

Table 3 depbts the three; scenarios that ilre currently being 
used or have been operationally attempted over the past several 
years. Althoug}l each technique described has had some limited 
application, none of the techniques ha,~ proved feasible for 
widespread use in controllins the illegal use of explosives. 

Detonation 
Use 

Explosive Type Major Ingredients -Configuration Legitimate 1IIegal 

Dynamites NG/EGDN Cap initiation Mining "Suitcase" bombs 
Ammonium nitrate Unconfined Demolition 

Slurries/Water Ammonium nitrate Cap initiation Mining Current low usage 
Gels Unconfined Demolition 

Military Compositions of TNT, C'IP initiation Military Letter bombs 
RDX, PB'fN; etc. J10ssiblc booster Sophisticated "plastiquc" 

Unconfined 

Powders Black: S, C, KNO~ Flame, primer initiation Firearms Pipe bombs 
Smokeless: nitro- Confined detonation 

cellulose 

Blasting agents ANFO (AmmoniUm Cap and booster Mining Current. low usage 
Nitrate Fuel Oil) Unconfined Large bombs (U of Wisconsin) 

Sophistication required 

Homemade Various combinations: Combinations of above 
" 

None CUh-cnt low usage 
c.g., ammonium Dangerous to handle 
perchlorate sugar 
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Table 2. Opemtional Scenarioa -. 

Scenario Appli!:ation 

Controlled-Access Search 

~.~ 
Personnel 

Property and 

riflJ baggage 

Cargo 

it 
l) 

Threat Can 

:- -' -~ Continuous 
~ . monitoring 1 - ::;1 

-lUll: IUJ Periodic search 

Investigation 
Residue 

~l 
identification 

'u.r. ' 

l." I. ~ ~~ 

Table 3. Pre:sent Techniques for Preventing Terrorist Bombings 

Luge-Area Search 

Hand search of persons 

Walk-through metal detector 

Letter-bomb (metal) detector 
(RF field) 

Vapor detectors (electron capture) 
u (~ 

Trained dogs 

Hand scorch ::D 

r--------,-----------~------------
Investigation Coded wmppers (date/plant/shift) 

Analysis of debris 

• 
• 

~r \!J 
Use 

• .. 

(~ 

Transpor- Public PQstal Residelltial Mine 
tation Buildings ~.1 Commercial ~afety 

"-' X X ':/; ~-;l 
-::;; " 

(j) ~~ 

X G' X X ® ;~ 

", 
X X 

\!; 

,." X X \~'x <.V ~' ,. 
(9 

~ X X X 
\W ___ I 

{~) X X 

(~) () ® 

X X X X X 

(~) 

~, 
(!,\ 

,gffel;tivc 
;:;, 'Good deterrence 

Good detJ#ence 

Good screening technique Low piece mte 

Reasonable detection in clos't) 
proximity 

Positive detection 

Positive detection 

Poslti¥e identification prior to® 
explosion 

.. 
" -4--

JIlt 

.. 
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A specific example for the determination of a detection 
threshold technical requirement for natuml explosives vapors is 
summarized in Figure 2 and is th~ result of a vapor charac
terization study completed during 1976. Starting with n systematic 
determination of the type and amount of vapors present in typical 
explosives, it provided one of the opemtionai requirements for 
tmce-vapor detection in realistic environments. 

j~;:(1.. ,';' .::,.<", For a given opemtio~'al scenario, technical requirements must 
'ii> be d'efined wit\;. considemtion for the performance requirements of 

., j'/ 

,~ 
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,~ det~ction system. There are a number of categories of oper
'ati6nalrequirements for an explosives detector (e.g., cost, size, 
equipment reliability, opemtor proficiency), which are obviously 
scenario-dependent. An instfUment carried by an agent in a total 
building search for explosives, for example, would most likely have 
to be smaller than a detection unit for screening checked luggage at 
an airpprt." 

The important operational requirements of false positives 
(false alarms that can disrupt normal operations when an explosive 
is slJspected) and false negatives (failing to detect an actual 
explosive) necessitate the specification of technicn: requirements 
for detection 'i('Vices. These technical requirements govern whether 
a given detection concept can, ill practice, reliably detect the 
presence of explo~ives in typical situations (e.g., airports). In 
addition, these requirements are closely related to the require
ments for in i~rfercnce-free detection threshold of a givcn tech
Jiique forpatuml or tagged components of explosives; the 
detection specificity of the technique for the des!red component 
. in till; presenec of other intenering components; and the selectivity 
of ute technique fot multiple explosive component types given 
that' there are mnny different explosivcs for which protection is 
necessary. 

The specific objectives of the vapor characterization study 
were to determine: (l) the identity and rate of emission of vapor 
species given off by different explosives materials; (2) the 
equilibrium pressures of these vaporS; (3) the mtc at which these 
vapors escape through various typical barriers such as suitcases or 
plastic wrappings; and (4) the incidence of vapors present in the air 
environments where search requirements may exist or the presence 
of other interfering vapots which might mask the explosive vapors. 
The measurements for this study were performed by the Analytical 
Research Laboratories, Inc., an Aerospace subcontmctor, and 
resulted in vapor-detector technical-performance requirements for 
several types of bombs and search situations. 

The measiJrement method involved explosive samples placed 
in a chamber M,nd flushed with nitrogen gas for lip to three days . 
Vapor released by the explosives were tmppcd with the nitrogen 
gIlS for lntcr analysis. This analysis yielded the tnl:e of vapor 
outgassed by the explosive material, its emission rate, and its mte 
of escape through various types of barriers. Alr collected at 
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',I 
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airports and bus tenninals was subjected to a similar analysis to 
detennine the composition of typical operational environrnel)ts. 

The primary ccnclusion of this study was that only nitro
glycerin-based dynamites and pel':..:tps trinitrotoluerr" emit suffi
cient natural vapors to be detectable by existing technology and 
that detection thresholds on the order of 1 part in 1010 for such 
vapors is required. 

State-of-the-Art Overview 

Introduction: Explosives Characteristics 

If a given explosives type is too be detected prior to 
detonation, ur the renidue uniquely identified after an explosion, 
there are a number of physical parameters which can be con
sidered. These are summarized in Figure 3 for typical bomb 
components. 

For explosives detection, there are two general approaches. 
First, those properties that occur naturally might be sensed. Th.ese 
properties include the natural vapors (such as ethylene glycol 
dinitl'llte or nitroglycerin); the bulk properties of the explosive 
itself (such as the hIgh nitrogen content of explosives); or the 
detonation chain (blasting cap, wires, battery, or timer). Second, a 
physical tag or unnatural ingredient could be added to the 
explosive at the time of manufac·ure. for instance, a highly 
detectable vapor of unusual metal might be added to blasting caps 
or thl! bulk explosives in order to aid detection. 

Two slmilar- approaches hold true for the identification of 
explosives. First, the manufacturer's marks of identification on the 
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wrappers of unexploded devices can be analyzed, or the natural 
residue in the case of exploded devices. Second, identification 
taggllnts can be 2tlded at manufacture which sur.:jve the detonation 
and which yield plant, type, and time ofmal11ufacture. This would 
allow bomb investigators to trace the explo:live to the last legal 
owners. 

Natural-Vapor Detection 

Commercial explosives manufactured in the United States are 
predominantly either nitrog,IYcerin- (NG) and ethylene glycol 
dinitrate- (EGDN) based or ammonium nitrate-based (slurries). A 
small quantity of nitrostarch-based dynamite is also produ-:ed. 
Studies of the rates of emis'iion of characteristic vapors from 
dynamite and slurries, smokeless and black powders, and military 
explosives have been carried out. These studies indicated that only 
NG-/EGDN-based dynamites are good candidates for vapor 
detection among commercial dynamites. Smokeless powders emit 
characteristic molecules at very low rates. Many military dynamites 
are based on trinitrotoluene (TNT) whlch contains an appreciable 
quantity of dlnitrotoluene (DNT) as an impurity, and this material 
can be detected. Other militllry explosives do not emit a 
characteristic molecule; however, fresh C-4 (a pJastiqu~ explosive) 
emits cyclohexanone which is relatively distinctive. 

The emphasis in tbis section on natural-vapor detcetlon 
techniques Is on the three molecules NG, EGDN, and DNT. These 
three vapors share two important characteristics: (l) they are 
highly electronegative, and (2) they have .~trong absorption bands 
in the infrared at 9 to 12/lm. In additi .. ,\'J, both NGllnd EGDN are 
tempcraturc-sensitive, especially in the presence of metal surfaces, 
and tend to decompose at sUghtly above ambient temperatures. 

VAPORS 
NATURAL CONSTITUENTS 
VAPOR TAG 

BULK PROPERTIES 
CHEMICAL 
PHYSICAL 

DETONATION CHAIN 
(lncUIing 8IIIting CIpI) 

~'MAGE R6tOGNmON 

IDENTIFICATION 
PRE DETONATION 

WRAPPER MARKINGS 
PLANT 
DAY/SHIfT 
TYPE/GRADE 

PACKAGE 31lE 

Figure 3. Explosives Detection and Identification Parameters 
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The infrared absorption bands are broad and do not exhibit fme 
structure; hence, optical methods are inherently of low resolution. 

Electron-capture techniques are widely regarded as having 
reached the most advanced stage of development. Nevertheless, 
none have resulted in widespread application. While tltey have a 
detection threshold which is outstanding, often on the order of I 
part in 1012 or better, their specificity is tlsually inadequate, giving 
rise to high false-alarm rates. When coupled with a gas chro
matograph for specificity, the slow response time is unacceptable 
except in limited circumstances. Only by cQupling the electron
capture detector with an as Y'ilt unknown explosive-vapor selective 
device can it be made u widely applicable technique. 

Laser-photoacoustic detection relics on the existance of the 
previously mentioned IR ab£Orption bands. Feasibility studies 
indicate that a detection threshold of 0.1 part per billion (ppb) is 
achievable, and that a value of 2 to 5 ppb is at~ainable even with 
the interferences that can occur in pol1uted atmospheres. A 
breadboard system is presently under development. 

Ion-mobility spectrometry (plasma chromatography) relies on 
the electronegative character of the molecules and distinguishes 
them on the basis of their drift velocity in an electric field. The 
tet:hnique has been applied to TNT where a detection threshold of 
0.01 ppb has been demonstrated. Virtual1y no quantitative work 
has been camed out to assess the effect of interferences. Because 
the 11 orm al mode of operation is to heat the system to about 
100°C, EGDN and NG have never bcen observed in the system; 
only a decomposition product identified as NOj has been 
recorded. Selectively is a function of the resolution, which is abt'ut 
4 milliseconds at a drift time of 50 milliseconds. This qualifies the 
device as having a resolution about equivalent to that of laser 
photoacoustics. 

Mass spectrometry has been demonstrated to have a detection 
threshold of about 0.1 ppb for DNT; however, the demonstration 
instrument was crude, and an order of magnitude improvement can 
be projected with confidence. The mass spectrometer technique 
has good resolution (1 u); hence, its specificity is outstanding. The 
potential of the mass-spectrometry techniqIJe will be realized onll' 
if the ionization technique demonstrated for sulfur hexafluoride· 
and DNT (pulsed corona discharge) is equal1y applicable to EGDN 
and NG. Based on this presumption, mass spectrometry has {he 
highest potential of all known detection meahS for explosive 
vapors. 

The detection of explofJives vapors by a specific enzymatic 
reaction has been demonstrated for TNT vapors with a detection 
threshold of lO~t 2 g. In general, an enzymatic technique should 
have the highest ~peclfjcity of any presently known technique, as 
well as the lowest threshold of detection. Its major drawback is the 
speed of response (about 2 minutes) which does not appear to be 
reducible to less than about 0.5 minute. 

After additional development, several other techniques are 
likely to be able to fulfill the reasonable requirements of vapor 
detection of explosives; however, the limited nature of these 
systems precludes their universal application and the rapld change 
in explosives manufacturers' product lines from NG-based dyna
mites to sensitized ammonium nitrate-based explosives poses II 

severe limitation of any vapor-ctetection method. 

Despite these many limitations in vapor-detection teclmol
ogy, tile continued development of appropriate vapor-ctetection 
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techniques is justified 011 two pri.tl1ary grounds: (I) the devel
opment of vapor taggants can significantly increase the effec
tiveness of vapor detectors, and (2) only v~por detectors arc 
known to be applicable to the detection of explosives carried by 
people. Table 4 summarizes the key characteristics for current 
vapor-detectton techniques. 

Physical-Property Detection 

The range and variety of materials that have explosive 
properties Itte very great. Properties common to all explosives are 
not particularly evident. For··commercial explosives, the single 
common denominator is the presence of a large percentage of 
nitrogen. Attempts to exploit the presence of nitrogen using 
themlal neutron-capture/gamma-ray analysis have not been notable 
for their success. The difficulty arises because of the o'/erwhelming 
number of low-energy gamma rays that must be processed for each 
10.S-MeV nitrogen-capture gamma ray recorded. 

Most commer<;ial explosives manufactured within the United 
States contain ammonium nitrate. t.1tis includes the dynamites, 
although a limited group of high-strength dynamites contains only 
NG or EGDN, nitror-otton, and possibly some carbonaceous filler. 
In all cases, ammonium nitrate exists in solid fonn, although in the 
case of the slurries/water gel; there is also ammonium nitrate in 
solution. Ammonium nitrate has a relatively unique nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) signature with a long (seconds) decay 
time which can be distinguished from most hydrogeneous materials 
(e.g., plastics). It appears that the NMR concept may 1,0 capahle of 
relatively specific detection of commercial explosive.~ containing 
ammonium nitrate. By adding a nuclear quadrupole resonance 
(NQR) signal to this concept, certain military explosives are 
detectable as well. While far from commercial instrument applica
tion, this development (currently sponsored by the Federal 
Aviation Administration) is the most promising technique demon
strated to date. 

Other physical properties of explosh'es which can be ex
ploited are density and average atomic number. For most 
commerciAl explosives, the density (p) falls within the range of 
1.05 < p < 1.5. Explosives contain predominantly nitrogenous 
material, and the average atomic number is relatively low 
(5<Z<7). The two characteristics when combined are relatively 
unique and, when further combined with shape iniormation, 
appear to define explosives with a high degree of certainty (98+ 
percent). . ,:;~-,:> .' '. 

The variation of X-ray transmissl.?n resulting from the density 
of explosives luan been used to detect explosives in a system which 
also generates a crude Image and applies a shape criterion. This 
system (developed under the sponsorship of the Federal Aviation 
Administration) appears to have a limited capability because a 
variety of Suitcase contents appear to simulate explosives. Further 
improvements arc possible, and a system meeting appropriate 
criterla may be achievable. 

There are several means of taking advantage of the combined 
atomic number and density charactQristics, the simplest being to 
carry out a two-cnergy transmission measurement. This hos been 
implemented in a device designed to detect bicycle bombs. In 



Table 4. Summary of Key Characteristics of Explosives-Vapor-Detection Techniques 
r---' 

Threshold 
of 

Method Sampling 
Detection 

Specificity 

(ppb) 

Electron Capture Discrete ,0.01 Low 
(gas chromatograpruc) 

Electron Capture C('ntinuous 1 Low 
(dual channel) 

Laser Photoacoustic Continuous 0.1 MQderate 

PlasmoChl'omatography Continuolls 0.01 Moderate 
(ion mobility spectra-
scopy) 

Mass Spectroscopy Continuous 0.01 High 

Enzymatic Reaction Discrete 10-14 Very high 
mole 

Thermal D~composition Discrete High but Low 
unknown 

Laser Raman Continuous 10 Moderate 

I Spectroscopy . I U.S. Customs Thermionic Continuous Unknown Low 
Unit. 

principle, the two-energy method looks feasible for such items as 
pipe bombs. but it requires multiple measurements. 

A more powerful tool for taking advantage of the atomic 
number and density charlMeristies of explosives j~ to empl.oy a 
modification of tomography techniques. In this case, a dual-cnergy 
scan is capable of generating the ll.near attenuation coefficient for 
each discrete volume clement in the scanned object. Because two J.I 
values, one for ear.h energy, are available, one call compute the 
average atomic number Z and density p for each element. 
Contiguous elements having p and Z values consistent with an 
explosive could be evaluated using a simple shape algorithm. No 
such explosives-detection system has beell constructed or tested; 
however, theoretical calculations indicate thllt the system would be 
capable of detecting exploeives with lUgh probabllity (>95 
percellt) and low false-alarm rate «5 percent). The major 
disadvantages would be cost and complexity. 

The NMR and tomograplUc detection techniques offer the 
' ... " greatest promise of a near-universal explosives-detection capability; 

but 'both have .inherent limitations. The limitations are more 
obvious in the case of NMR, wlUch will not detect smokeless or 
black 'powders or homemade pyrotechnic mixtures and is easily 
defeated by shi61dlng. For tomograph~'l the 1lmitation~ which nre 
most serious relate to speed/resolution product and the feasibility 
of shielding. False alarms based Uil a combirmtlon of a low atomic 
number material In Ii metallic container may bea. pl'oblem also, 
e.g., aerosol shaving creams have characteristics 'at the border-

"', ' 
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Response Recycle Types of Number of Time Time Vapor Species Vapor Species (sec) (sec) 

-
15-120 60~90 Electronegative Up to? 

.... 10 40-60 Electronegative No limit 

5-10 None All .:: No limit 

5-10 None Electropositive. and No limit 
electronegative 

5-10 None All No Umit 
:; 

60-90 None All Separate subs;ystem 
for each species 

I 

,i 

-15 60-90 Electronegative Nolimi~, l' I-r, 

5-10 None All No limit f; 
(' r/f ,,"," 

~;/ 
.... 10 None Oxygenated! No limit it 

chlorinated 
;/ 

:, 

line of the atomic numb~r and density of explosives. Table 5 
summarizes the key charticteristics for cun:ent nontag&ed, non
vapor detection techniques; .. 

Tagging for Predetonation' Detection 

:; , 
'\ 

Many of the detection techniques developed for explosives 
vapors are equully valid fOJ"vllpor taggants. The major area of studY 
for vapor taggants is in the method of incorpomtion of ,the 
taggants in the explosives or the detonation chain. The Mila of 
most intense study deabl with the addition of a vapor tllggant to (, 
the seal plUg of the blasting cap. A variety of potentjaL materials· 
are undc-~ <tudy. The most promising of t11ese.are u number of 
perfllloro(,.)' • .ralkal1es, as well as a range of perfluoroethers. 'lJle 
p,mphasis In these studie!: is to determine ttlggant ml,ltcrials which 
are safe, can be incorpc.ralcdiilto existing plUg matelial, do riot 
exist in the environment, ~nd nr~ tropospherically degradable. A 
secondary characteristic is ease of detcction. 

Because many of the more desirable vapor tnggal'lts w;ll ni5r~C. 
dissolve in the presently used blasting cap elastomerlc senls, 
altemntive seals as well as alternative methods of Incorporation are 
being sought. Because many of these desirable vapors Ure highly 
fluorinated compounds, they are soluble in fluorinated elastomers 
such as the Viton series:or fluorosllicone tubbers. SOlne of thest 
have physical properties similar to the presently used Bunll.-N and 
Kraton .elastomers. They might be used w:th relatively little 
modification of the mallufacturing process. . 



Table S. Summary of Key Characteristics for Nontagged, Nonvapor Detection Techniques 'I 

Method Scenario Type of Bomb 

Conventional X·Ray Controlled access All 

Gamma·Ray Controlled access All 
Transmission 

Dual·Energy Controlled access Pipe 
Gamma/X-Ray 
Transmission 

Gamma/Neutron Letters/flats Plastic 
Transmission 

Gamma-Ray Controlled acccs~ All 
Scattllring 

Dual·Energy Controlled access All 
Tomography 

Thermal-Neutron Controlled access All 
Capture 

X-Ray Fluorescence Controlled access: All 
letters/flats . 

Dielectric Letters/flat5 Plastic 
Discontinuity 

Capadtance Letters/flats Plastic 

Nuclear-Magnetic Controlled access All 
Resonance 

Nuclear Quadrupole Controlled access: RDX; possibly TNT 
Resonancc personnel search 

Of ~(~ite a different character arc various ammonium salts that 
sublime at room temperature. Such materials as deuteroammonium 
formate and deuteromethylamine fluoroborate have re!atively high 
vapor pressures and do not exist naturally. Because they degrade 
readily, they will not exhibit an increasing background. lncorpo
ration of these salts into the plugs is expected to be relatively 
simple. 

.f.' A third technique involves tiie microencapsulation of vapor 
taggant material and the incorpomtfon of the mit:rocapsules into 
blasting caps. This technique, in commoli w~th the usc of 
ammonium salts, provides!!. relatively cOllstant tlmistion rate. In 
addition, microencapsuhtion allc>ws a high loading factor in the 
s~al plug, compared to dissolving a fluoro compound in the plug 
material. 

Other potential techniques that arc in the exploratory 
fea.~ibility phase in91ude the use or coded hannonio radar'taggiJll~, 

·X-ray iluoresc:enctdetection of heavy metal alloyed blasting caps, 
c. and an, electromagnetic technique which would result in the 

" r' 
I 

/' 
I! 

;", 

".:,;:' Respunse 
Detection Criteria Sp:ecificity Time 

(sec) ,:" 
Complexity 

Density! operator Low 2·5 Moderate 
interpretation 

-, 

" 

Density: automatic Low~" 2-5 Moderate 
shape discrimination 

Density: atomic number High 2-5 Moderate 

Density: atomic number; High 0.01 Moderate 
hydrogen content 

.. 
DCl}siiy High 10-30 High 

Density: atomic number High 10-30 High 

Nitrogen content Moderate 10·30 High 

Lead content (detonator) Low 10-30 Moderate 

inhomogeneous mixtures High a.01 Moderate 

Capacitance Low O.oI Low 

Hydrogen resonance decay Moderate 10-30 High 
times " 

Nitrogen resonance absorption Very high !HO' Low 

-9-

detonator . becoming inoperable on application, of' a particular 
signru:, 

'The tagging for detection or other' materials is under active " 
study .. Both smokeless and black pow~r.r.;-ifteexpectea to be· 
amehable to tagging with a microencapSidated material. Deton!lting , 
cord and fuse cord taggillS are being stUdied and, !lgain~ the use of 
microencapsulated material is a promising candidat~ta,ggant~ 

One or mati of the above methods should reach the poitlt of 
demonstrable f~asibility within a year anu Will be tested on a pilot 
scale in order to insure that no \lnforeseen pr9blems in manllfac
turability, compatibility, 0.' d(>tect~bility emerge. Table 6 summa
rizes the key characteristics for Predetonation detection tagging 
techniques. 

~plosives Jdentificati:m From Residue Analysis 

A serious deficiency exists in the ability to identify the type 
of explosive involved in an illegal blast;' based on an analysis of ihe 
residue collected at the bomb sCene. Most or the techniques now 
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~rable6. Summbry of Key Chara~tctistics for Predetonation-Oetection Tagging Techniques 
, 

! 
; 

, Tagging 
Principle Explosive 

Technique " Component 

SF6 Vapors Impregnated Blasting cap 
.SF6in TdJon plug insert 
plugs, clcc-
tron capt!!rc :', 

detection 
,; 

Other Highly Impregnated Blasting cap 
Fluorinated vapor detcc- plug or dip 

" 

Vapors tion by clcc- coating 
(ketones, jron capture, 
ethers, and optics, or 
alkanes) mass speictrom-

ctry 
~ 

Deuterated Deuterium Blasting cap 
Ammol1ium rc placemen t plug or dip 
Salts of hydrogen , 'coating 

yields unique 
detection b:: 
optical means 
(UVoiiRJ ,'j 

: 

Heavy Metal Characteristic Blasting cap 
Taggants (urani- X-ray Iluorcs- ' cl'.sing alloy 
urn. bismuth, cenrc de-
thoriulll) tretcd after 

excitation 

Neutron Cap- , Characteristic Dip-coated 
ture Taggan ts decay gammas blasting cap' 
(clysprosium, , detected or distributed 
gadolinium after thennal in bulk ex-

neutron ,,:' plosive 
excitaHbn 

Radar " Radar rerlldi- Blasting c~p 
,-l{,lrtnonic Taggants atioh froni' plug insert 

passive elt!c- with cap and 
" tronic com- lead wires 

" poncnt serving as 
" dipole ele-

, ments 
, ,:J...-' 

;1 

in US~ rl.!quire the collc!~tion of micrograms to milligrams of the 
explosive used. Even :i,vhcn such quantities arc collected, the 
overwhelming quuntit;y, of extraneous mutcrillJ,/may prcclude 
successful idcntilleat~on. In approximateiy 40 j,ercent of cases 
wher" debris is Sllb'mitted for analYsis, identification is unsuc-

I 

, -;/ 

Threshold 
Specificity - Cost l' 

of Detection 
,-' 

I part ~lfiol2 - Background ',' 5-10 cents pee_ 
-~! 5 parts in H)1 2 cap 

f' now. 10% pcr 
/}' year increase 

/ 

" 
" 

TBD, progably No detectable 5-10 cents per 
1 part in '1012 background cap 

at present 
« 1 part in 
1014 ) 

.- .-

" 

TJlD, probnl'!ly No detectable 5 cents per £ap 
I part in 1012 background 

,; 

« I part in < 

1016 calcu-
lated) ./ 

{! ," , (/ 

'Milligram Few ba~k- '5-10 cents pe~ 
,quantities ground inter- cap 
with distrib .. ferences 
uted geometry 

-..:' 

Milligram Few bac,k- 1 cent per 
quantities ground inter- pound explo-
with dlsttib- ferences sives, I Cent 
uted geometry per ca~ 

" 

8 

Unshielded TBD, coded ~~-.sO eent~ per 
detection at response pos- ,,' cap depending 
greater than sible upon coding 
I mllter " 

r.~) 

-
methodS capable of detecting a microgram ot' explosi~eS' .. These 
methods arc relatively specifiC but are not capable of detecting and 
identifying residue at the nanogram or less level (th~' quantities 

,c '" ,_ 

that are most likely t6 be present if the / ci<plosive detQjJates, 
efficiontly). v...·, :v 

',: 

" 

!! , 

cessful.- ':" ):" .::;.',-[:};( 

It ,is not immedi:ltily apparent that identification will be 
successful even using ndvunccd techniqucs bccuusc. for many 
explosives. the reactions ShOlll~! hc complete. and thefuilure to 
idcntify the explosive involved may rc~ult from the fuet thnt none' 
remains. This;!; a pessimistic vicw 3mLln reality, characteristic 
residue probably docs exist, albeit in very small amOl)nts. 

, - "l..,,_ 
. ~ 

A ,variety of. techhiqtlcs f'or.cxpl%iv~~ residue Identltlcation 
is in ,rclath'ely commoQJ~,;e, l1Jc£rnl1g~ from simple spot test 
procedures requirihf'i\ hiilligrulJl of material to infrared (IR) 

i ~ . 

/' _ , ,. . ~>', ;...;._,.¢;;;~:;;7~.-
Advanced.lau'Oratory techniques capable of s:lp'ar:ttiiiu_nt~::r-- • 

identifying picograms of materiul are Iw;!iJabl\!~ldcaJI bcifPPfic,~,.' 
if the appropriate ~epa~l.ltiol\. preparatiCH~~no callb{(ltit'lil methods 
nrc developed. Theli!chl1ique of gr()aicst promise¥involves high-
pressure liquid ehrom!l,tography (HPLC), freqlfCn~ly ~Ied high-
performance liquid -chromatography. This __ ,technique, when" 
c~J.lpl~d, witl! appiopr,tut'6 ()xtr:\(),tivc and prepllrative methods; hilS j/ 
peen used, to', isolate and identify' femtogrJi,Ol 'quantities, of d 

muterials.ThGi.ise of HPLC is especially useful where the mat~riar 
invol\'¢d'ls hcat-sensjt%~e, as arc NO, HODN, and PETN, or cannot 

'. -'lb-.· r;. 
,," .. 

> . 
. ~I 1/ 

'''~~-;;;:~: ) 
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,be,'Sif~ssfullY chromatogCaphed in the WAS phase, as RDX and 
HMX. TI~\l use of HPLC to separate and isolate relatively pure 
samples of, ~DX, HMX, and T~J haS been demonstrated "{ith the 
sample identity positively established using chemical;icmizati6n 
mass sp~ctr6metry; however, the appropriate extractive and 
prepa~atory methods needed to apply these techniques to debris 
rec?vered at a bomb scene have not been developed. 

~'("(' 

~ .-
result. In order to meet part of the gaai of :llimiria,ting,the threat of 
bombings, The Bur~auof Alcohol, Tobacco and Firelltms insti
tut.ed a record-keeping system which is capabJenf identifying ami 

,;tracing the distribution and: ,lise of a ,relativcly small quantity 
(~12,OOO pounds) of high explqsives, provid'cd a cartridge or case 
is found. Because this is rarely dIe Clise aftel a bombini, tagging of 
the explosives tcr-achie've a ~mparable result has been imple-

- Based on the known capabilities of the HPLC method and the 
probability that some unreacted explosive exists after dtltonation, 
the use of HPLC com~ir;~d with extractive and/or I1recollcentra~ 
tion methods and followed by chemical ionization mass spectrom
etry, appearfi to off6r a very high probability of explosives type 
identification. Table 7 summarizes the key characteristics fOf, 
untagged residue identification techniques. ,;:>. 

mented,on a pilot Scale. =~" 

"-'c'o", ,:/~ ~~~'/'):1.. ~~';!~'. y",~}) 
The t3gga!lt~ Cj~nsjst of(fsiicroparticles ,~ddeli ?fl'f' exp!(;llfv'e~ iit 

the time of man~fa;ture. Theii{: particles can be c9nfigUied'~b, as to 
generate up to 106 individwtFcodes, a Iminbct.z-hic):lproyid8iJfor t,O 
individualization of each 1O,q~O ~96nd5,of'e-xi?~osi!;~~JP'!3,ape~!¥!17;" """'"'= ... 
of 5 y:ars. These taggant~ h~~~ bl!~" J~s~~;!.'iri t11e,~gi1est,~treI1~(h 
dynamItes and sh9wn to Sl.!t~·,\·.c.'rhey are magn~tlc ana fluo"es-

Tagging for Identification 

As pointed out in the introduction, it.is not possible to 
prevent the majo}ity of bombings, bven thougJY this is the desired 

Table 7. Summary,of Un tagged Residue Identification Techniques 

cent, proPllltjgS ';;hit;h lllaJ(e recovery after a blast relatiyely " 
. J;l ' I, j"' c'" 

simple, even, in rather adve~i;ecircumstances",TwQ:,typcS appear;.; 
capable of surviving the 5eve'fe environment of detonati<Jn an~r of" 

,bl;ing recovered from the de~ris and decoded, antl,gnly these two \;,' 
i~ ~" 

\'.. 
J( ,. I 

~ 

Routine 
/'; " 

Method I Typo of Anoly" Specfiicity Instn,\.mentati,on 
Complexity , 

Detection 
Threshold 

Pres~vt Usage 

X-Ray Diffraction 

Spark Emission 

Atomic Absorption 

Dispersiv Infrared 
2.5 - 15/lm 

KBr Pellet 

" Fourier Transfonn Infr;red 
2.5 - 15/J.m 

Chemical Spot Tests 

Thin-Layer Chromatography 

CaS~Liquid Chromatographic 

High-Pr~:ssure Liquid 
Chromatography 

Combined Gas'Liquid 
Chromatography Chemical 
Ionization Mass Spectrometry 

I
f Combined High-Pressure Liquid 

Chromatography with,' 
, Chemical Ionizatioll Mass 

Spectrometry 

Enzymatic Reaction, : 

I) .',Pli 

Inorganic salts 

Metals 

Metals 

Inorganic salts 
and organics 

Inorganic salts 
and (lrganics 

Inorganic salts 
and organic 

Organics 

Organics 

Organics • 

Orgapics 

Organics 

'.':" 

" 

High 

High 

High: 

¥'oderate 

Moder;)te 

Low 

Low 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Very high 

Very high (TNT) 
:::'f, 

-11-

(grams) 

, 

10-3 

10-3 
c 

10-9 

10-3 

10-3 

W- 9 

10-12 

-: "Very hi~~ 

High 

Moderate 

Low 
~. 

Moclifrate 

Moderate, 

Ver¥high 

~'<lry high 

High 

.• ~:.v;I· ... ' 

.~:/~~f,-::.;·r~"'>; .... 
-.~~;; 'J.',.' 

Low 

if' 

f} 

Very high 

Low 

Low 

" ,'}>' '" Ii 
LoW, state o~;the\lrt 

None operational 

;, 

" 

$' I 



are being considered as candidates for national i.'llplementation and 
for use in the pilot test. 

qne is a color-coded taggant, the other an inorganic particle 
coded with rare-earth doped compounds. 

De.coding of both taggants after recovery requires laboratory 
facilities. The color-coded taggant is decoded by visual observation 
of colc1rs using a laboratory micloscope, although, a less sophisti
cated tfetenninationC<ln be made with a fie1d microscope. The 
rare-earth taggant is decoded with an instrument package con
sisting of.a laser and a monocllrometel'. 

The identification tagging rind tracing program is expecteu to 
have a sigllificant impact in increasing the conviction rate for 
bombings, impro'/ing'· ilie physical security of explosives, and in 
reducin& the number of bombings and attempted bombings. There 
also i$ likely to be some displacement effect and serious efforts are 
underway to develop effectiv~ techniques for identification tagging 
of smokeless and black powders, boosters (primers), and blasting 
caps. 

Conclusions 

There is a wide range of exploratory development and test 
activities currently underway sponsored by a number of Federal 
agencies within the United States. A number of the techniques 
'look promising for partial solutions to the explosives problem, but 
non~ appear to provide total solutionfi. In order to increase the 
probability of detection and to minimize the potential false nlanns, 
a combination of techniques may be required for a controlled-

-;, 
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access scenario, with a nonvapor-screening technique bllck!!d up by 
a confirmatory vapor technique. The detection may be based 011 

the properties of either the characteri~tics of the nafural explosives 
or added taggants. . 

. , 

The primary research over the past 10 years 113S been on 
I1lltural-vapor detectors, but the vapor-chllracterization study 
dearly indicates the limitation inherent in this technique. Natural
vapor techniques alone cannot be depended upon, since a declining 
fraction of commercial high explosives emit vapors, emission rates 
are low for those explosives which do contain NG/EGDN, and 
tllere are significant difficulties in moving and extracting the 
app;opriate vapors from the large quantities of air involved. 

Si/mificant new development is needed in the areas of 
physical property explcrives detectors and detection-taggant tech
niques. New classes of laboratory anaiyses (e.g" high-efficiency 
ionization meUtods for mass spectrometry, enzymatic reactions, 
and liquid chromatography) should be applied to explosives
residue characterization for investigativll purposes to complement 
the identification tagging program for cap-sensitive high explosives 
curuntly being implemented in the United States by the Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Fireanns. 

In order to perfonn this additional wolk, the interagency 
cooperation within the United States over the past several years 
and the growing international cooperation on data exchange must 
be continued~ As indicated in the introduction, the overall 
explosives control problem is technically and politically difficult. 
It will take conshlerable development and implementation funds 
(in the tens of millions of dollars) to allow any measurable impact 
on the explosives problem. 
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